
11:25-12:00 SUPER READERS SNAPSHOT AND 
COMPUTER TIME 

 
GOAL:  WHAT CAMPERS WILL LEARN 

 To celebrate the end of a successful literacy experience 
 
WHAT YOU NEED 

 Polaroid camera and film 
 The maps that were made earlier in the day 
 Passport  
 ALPHABET SONG and HIP HIP HOORAY song 
 SUPER WHY Costume Character 
 SUPER WHY Reading Camp Certificate 
 Computer set to Storybook Creator game 

 
SET-UP ACTIVITY 

 SUPER WHY costume character dressed and ready to go 
 Have camera ready 
 Have Passports printed for each child 
 Have SUPER WHY Reading Camp Certificates ready with each 

child’s name and date printed 
 Set computer to the Storybook Creator game 

 
RULES FOR CHARACTER 
 

1) Character should not be seen before 11:25 
2) Introduce the character to each camper and parent 
3) Character must never speak when in front of campers 
4) Campers may never see the character partially dressed, for 

instance, under no circumstances should a camper see the 
character without the head on. 

 
ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS 
 
1) With big fanfare, bring in CHARACTER. 

2) Camper/Guest and CHARACTER pose for a photo together and  put 
the photo onto the map they made earlier. If there is not enough 
room, or if there is enough time for two photographs, have the child 
put the photo in the passport and help him or her write the camper’s 
name. 

 



3) COMPUTER GAME 
 

While campers are waiting to have their snapshot taken, or after 
they are finished, send 2-3 children at a time to use the Super Why 
computer game. Make sure campers restart the game to start from 
the beginning each time. Check off their names from the list of 
children so that as many children as possible get to use the 
computer game today.  

 
If necessary, remind children of the rules; Only play this Super 
Why Storybook Creator game (Do not click on any other 
games), Play together, Take turns, Play until I call you and it is 
time for the next activity.   

 
DO NOT allow campers to play on the computer instead of 
participating in the activities provided in the curriculum. 
 

4) Hand each camper their SUPER WHY Reading Camp Certificate to 
recognize the completion of the camp. 
 

5) Sing THE ALPHABET SONG and THE HIP HIP HOORAY SONG. 
 

6) Make sure campers have all projects to take home.  Say Final 
goodbyes.  Give each GUEST an idea book about activities they can 
do at home to build literacy. 

 
 


